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Abstract
Force microscopy enables a variety of approaches to manipulate and/or modify surfaces. Few of
those methods have evolved into advanced probe-based lithographies. Oxidation scanning probe
lithography (o-SPL) is the only lithography that enables the direct and resist-less nanoscale
patterning of a large variety of materials, from metals to semiconductors; from self-assembled
monolayers to biomolecules. Oxidation SPL has also been applied to develop sophisticated
electronic and nanomechanical devices such as quantum dots, quantum point contacts, nanowire
transistors or mechanical resonators. Here, we review the principles, instrumentation aspects and
some device applications of o-SPL. Our focus is to provide a balanced view of the method that
introduces the key steps in its evolution, provides some detailed explanations on its fundamentals
and presents current trends and applications. To illustrate the capabilities and potential of o-SPL
as an alternative lithography we have favored the most recent and updated contributions in
nanopatterning and device fabrication.

Keywords: scanning probe lithography, local anodic oxidation, oxidation SPL, nanolithography,
nanopatterning

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. From atomic scale modifications to oxidation
scanning probe lithography (SPL)

The potential of scanning probe microscopes to modify or
manipulate surfaces at atomic and nanometer scales was
quickly recognized after the invention of the scanning tun-
neling microscope (STM) [1]. The combination of nanoscale
patterning with the intrinsic metrology provided by probe
microscopy generated an intense scientific activity. A para-
digmatic example of single atom manipulation was provided
by moving individual atoms of xenon on a nickel surface [2].
Atomic scale desorption and fragmentation was demonstrated
on Si (111)7×7 surfaces in 1991 [3]. Since then, a large
variety of approaches have been proposed and applied to

either manipulate or modify surfaces in air, vacuum or liquid
with atomic and nanometer-scale features [4–35].

A probe microscopy interface offers a variety of physical
and chemical interactions to modify the surface of a material.
Thermal interactions [5–11], bias-induced processes or reac-
tions [12–14, 26], electrochemical reactions [19–23], ther-
mally assisted catalytic reactions [24, 25], mechanical forces
[16, 17] or the controlled deposition of ink molecules from
the tip have been applied [15]. Those interactions or processes
explain the emergence of a variety of probe-based methods
for nanopatterning by either adding or removing material
from the surface [29]. Three of the above processes have led
to the development of specific SPL methods, oxidation SPL
[19], thermal SPL [8–10] and dip pen SPL [15].

In particular, oxidation SPL (o-SPL) has the following
characteristics (figure 1). (a) It combines nanoscale patterning
and device fabrication. (b) The method has a high degree of
reproducibility in patterning sub-50 nm features. (c) The
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method can be scale up from the sub-10 nm domain to the
micrometer domain. (d) It is compatible with other litho-
graphic processes such as photolithography, electron beam
lithography or physical etching. (e) Oxidation SPL experi-
ments do not require ultra-high vacuum or at low temperature
so the patterning or device fabrication process can be com-
pleted in a single day. (f) It can be applied to pattern a large

variety of materials with relatively simplified processing
protocols (figure 2). The above features make o-SPL a robust
and widely used nanolithography in academic research [29].
The first o-SPL experiment was reported by Dagata and co-
workers in 1990. They modified a hydrogen-terminated sili-
con surface with a STM operated in ambient air [4]. At about
the same time, Thundat and co-workers used an STM to
smooth tantalum surfaces [30]. In both cases a bias of a few
volts was applied between the STM tip and sample surface.
Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (silicon) and x-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (tantalum) showed that the modifica-
tions were due to the oxidation of the respective surfaces. The
generality and robustness of the oxidation process have
transformed the above observations into one of the most
reliable and versatile probe-based lithography method.

The local anodic oxidation or nano-oxidation method to
modify surfaces has been improved and optimized through
the years to become what is currently known as oxidation
SPL [29]. The timelines represented in figure 2 show some of
the key developments in instrumentation, material or devices
that mark the evolution of o-SPL. The STM used in the first
oxidation experiments was replaced by the atomic force
microscope (AFM) as the main instrument to perform o-SPL
[31, 33–35]. In fact, the replacement of the STM by the AFM
has been a common feature in the development of robust and
reliable probe-based patterning methods. The AFM is more
suitable for lithography experiments because the feedback
parameter that controls the imaging process, either a static
cantilever deflection or its oscillation amplitude [36, 37], does
not depend on the conductivity of the sample surface. A
relevant feature of o-SPL is that the patterning and the ima-
ging processes operate independently. Long range van der
Waals forces and/or short range repulsive forces are used to
image the surface while an external voltage is applied to
induce the local oxidation of the surface. In addition the AFM
imaging modes allow in situ control of the device electric and
topographic characteristics during its fabrication [38, 39].
High resolution images of the sample can be obtained and
used for precise alignment or assessment of the lithography
without introducing further modifications on the fabricated
nanostructures.

The capabilities of a force microscope devoted to o-SPL
are not limited to produce local oxides. By changing the bias
polarity or the gas composition it is possible to study a wide
variety of different chemical or electrochemical processes in
nanoscale volume. Those studies could be important in fields
such as energy conversion and storage, catalysis or to fabri-
cate novel electronic devices [40–43].

There is an extensive body of publications devoted to the
development and/or applications of o-SPL. A partial account
on o-SPL can be found in a recent and general review on SPL
[29]. Similarly some reviews on tip-based modification pro-
cesses provide some introductions to o-SPL [19, 21, 23, 31].
However, there is not a comprehensive review devoted to
o-SPL. In this review we aim to provide a coherent and up-
dated introduction to o-SPL principles and applications. We
explain the role of the main factors that participate in the local
anodic oxidation process, such as the water bridge and the

Figure 1. General scheme of nanopatterning in o-SPL.

Figure 2. Milestones in the evolution of oxidation SPL. (a) Relevant
developments in instrumentation and mechanism. (b) Materials. (c)
Devices. The years indicate either the beginning of the activity or the
period where the fundamental understanding was developed. In
many applications an intense and rich activity is ongoing.
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voltage parameters. From the oxidation kinetics we describe
the parameters that control the nanopattern size. We also
introduce the main steps to perform an o-SPL experiment.
The capabilities, achievements and potential of o-SPL are
illustrated by reporting results in three lithographic areas:
nanopatterning, template growth of nanostructures and
nanoscale device fabrication.

2. Mechanism and kinetics of the patterning process

Oxidation SPL is based on controlling the lateral and vertical
extension of the anodic oxidation of a surface [19, 44, 45].
The oxidation reaction is driven by the application of a
voltage bias between the AFM tip (negative) and the sample
surface (positive) in the presence of oxyanions. Commonly
the oxygen species are provided by a water bridge [46–48].
The strong localization of the electric field lines near the tip
apex gives rise to a nanometer-size oxide dot. The term local
comes from the smallness of the sample region that interacts
with the end of a sharp tip. There are some similarities
between the anodic oxidation process involved in o-SPL and
conventional anodic oxidation [49]. The tip, the sample and
the water bridge are the elements of a nanoscale electro-
chemical cell. The tip is the cathode, the sample is the anode
and the water meniscus formed between tip and surface
provides the oxyanions. The main difference between the
o-SPL interface and a conventional electrochemical cell is the
absence of a reference electrode.

2.1. The role of the water bridge

The formation of a nanoscale water bridge connecting the tip
and the sample is a key feature in o-SPL (figure 1). Water
molecules adsorbed on the surface and those coming from the
gas phase contribute to the bridge [47]. The water bridge
provides the oxygen species (mostly OH–) needed to oxidize
the surface. It also confines spatially the oxidation reaction
which in turns will define the size of the nanopattern. The
spatial confinement depends on the geometry of the water
bridge and the distribution of the electric field lines. The water
bridge acts as an effective electrostatic lens which focuses the
field lines within the water bridge limits [47, 50, 51]. The
focusing effect is enhanced by the differences in the electric
permittivities inside and outside the liquid bridge, respec-
tively, 81 and 1.

Molecular dynamic simulations have described the
transformation of a water nanodroplet absorbed on a silicon
surface into a nanoscale water bridge [52]. The formation of
the water bridge is very fast. In the simulation it took 75 ps.
The simulations show that the formation of a water bridge
from a droplet requires a certain threshold value. The exis-
tence of a threshold value was previously observed experi-
mentally [45, 48].

2.2. The role of the bias voltage and the electric field

To drive the anodic oxidation process, the sample is posi-
tively biased with respect to the tip. The voltage or more
precisely, its associated electric field has a dual function.
First, it produces the hydrolysis of the water molecules within
the liquid meniscus. This process generates the oxyanions that
participate in the oxidation process. Second, it drives the
oxyanions through the growing oxide. The electric field is
introduced by applying a voltage bias either continuously or
as a pulse. In the first case, the tip is displaced along the
sample while the voltage is switched on. In the second case,
the tip rests on a fixed position of the surface during the
application of the voltage pulse, then the voltage is switched
off and the tip is displaced to another position. In both cases,
it is possible to obtain continuous nanostructures. The value
of the bias and the oxidation time depend on the material. For
silicon surfaces, typical voltage values are in the 5–30 V
while oxidation times are in the 0.001–0.1 s range. The tip
and sample surface separation ranges from a few angstroms to
10 nm. The fields reached in o-SPL are extremely high, in the
range of 109–1010 Vm−1. Those values explain the capability
to pattern a wide range of metallic, semimetallic, semi-
conductor or organic materials. The use of short oxidation
times makes o-SPL also compatible with high-speed AFM
operation [53]. The implementation of fast AFM [54] meth-
ods could improve the throughput of o-SPL.

2.3. Growth kinetics

Low temperature oxidation of solids is a diffusion process
where the key factor is to determine whether the oxidation
rate is controlled by processes occurring at the metal-oxide
interface, by reactions at the oxide-oxygen interface or by
diffusion through the oxide. Once the dominant process is
established, the activation energy could be determined. In
o-SPL, the oxide height exhibits a linear dependence on the
applied voltage and a logarithmic dependence on the oxida-
tion time (power-of-time law) [55–57]

h t V Vx h t t, , 10 0= g( ) [ ( ) ] ( )/

where h, V, t are the total thickness of the oxide, applied
voltage and oxidation time; h0, t0 and γ are fitting parameters;
γ depends on the material and pulse oxidation time interval;
experimental fittings provide γ values in the 0.1–0.3 range for
Si (100) surfaces. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the oxide
height and width on the applied voltage and pulse duration.
The experiments were performed on a Si (100) surface [57].

The power-of-time law observed experimentally can be
deduced by assuming that the rate-controlling step of the
oxidation reaction involves the interaction of oxyanions with
holes, electrons and defects at a material-oxide interface [58].
To deduce the above equation, requires to consider that the
oxide tends to acquire an excess of negative charge whenever
the oxide has a greater electron affinity or higher work
function than the metal or semiconductor. In fact, Kelvin
probe microscopy experiments have shown that o-SPL pat-
terns on silicon surfaces are negatively charged [59, 60]. The
production of charged defects leads to a buildup of space
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charge within the oxide that causes a reduction of the oxi-
dation growth rate for longer voltage pulse times. This leads
to the existence of two regimes for the oxide growth as a
function of time [58, 61]. A fast initial oxide growth for short
oxidation times (transient regime), say below 0.1 s for silicon
surfaces, and a slow growth rate for longer oxidation times
(steady-state regime). The transient regime is associated with
a direct conversion of material atoms and oxygen ions into
oxide. The steady-state regime involves the build-up of space
charge defects in the oxide. In this case, the oxidation path-
way involves some intermediate stages associated with the
space charge build-up [58, 62]. Both regimes could be fitted
by a power-of-time law model. In o-SPL most of the patterns
are obtained by applying short voltages pulses, say below
0.1 s. Those voltage pulses favor the patterning of nanos-
tructures with optimum aspect ratios [57]. The oxide grows
both above and below the silicon baseline. For Si (100) it has
been measured that 60% of the oxide thickness is above the
silicon baseline (figures 3(c), (d)).

To improve further the aspect ratio of the oxide dots, it
was proposed to apply an ac voltage pulse [63]. The rationale
was that the space-charge build up generated during the oxide
growth (positive voltages) would be reduced or removed by
the application of a negative bias. This in turn would promote
the vertical oxide growth over the lateral expansion.

The local anodic oxidation process is accompanied by a
Faradic current [64]. Its value depends on the size of the oxide
dot. For a 20 nm wide and 3 nm high oxide dot, the current is
in the sub-pA range [64, 65].

2.4. AFM operating modes in o-SPL

Oxidation SPL can be performed with the AFM operated in
either contact [33, 34, 66] or dynamic mode [35, 37, 45, 57].

In contact AFM (figure 4(a)), the water bridge is formed by
the spontaneous condensation of water molecules from the
humid air at the tip-sample contact (capillary effect). This
process is enhanced by the application of the voltage bias
needed to initiate the local anodic oxidation process. In this
case, the water bridge is determined by the tip size, the
hydrophilic character of the surfaces, the relative humidity
and the applied voltage. Those factors make hard to reduce
the meniscus size without affecting the overall oxidation
process.

When o-SPL is performed by operating an amplitude
modulation AFM in the non-contact regime [36–38], the
application of an electric field is indispensable to form the
water bridge (figure 4(b)). The formation of the water bridge
can be followed by recording the cantilever tip deflection
before, during and after the application of the pulse
(figures 4(c), (d)) [47]. The meniscus size is controlled by the
same factors than in contact o-SPL. However, in non-contact
o-SPL the water bridge size can be modified by changing the
tip-surface separation. It has been shown that, by stretching
the water bridge, the lateral size of oxide is reduced [45, 47].

Different types of cantilevers and tips have been used to
perform o-SPL experiments. They include doped silicon
cantilevers and cantilevers and tips coated with a conductive
metallic film [67]. Single wall carbon nanotubes [68] or
carbon nanofibers [69] attached at the end of the probe apex
of a silicon cantilever have also been used. The flexibility of
o-SPL is also reflected by the fact that commercial cantilevers
are routinely used for nanolithography. Contact o-SPL
experiments are usually performed with Si3N4 cantilevers
with a force constant k of about 1 Nm−1. The Si3N4 canti-
levers are coated with a conductive film layer made of 5 nm of
Cr and 20 nm of Au. The contact AFM feedback is operated
by applying a constant force of a few nN. The feedback is

Figure 3. Kinetics of silicon oxide growth in o-SPL. (a) Oxide height measured from the silicon baseline as a function of the oxidation time
and applied voltage. (b) Oxide width as a function of the oxidation time and applied voltage. (c) AFM image of a silicon oxide line. (d) The
cross-section along the marked line (bottom image) shows both the oxide above and below the silicon surface baseline (dash line). Data in (a)
and (b) adapted from [57]. Data in (c) and (d) adapted from [117].
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switched off during the local oxidation process. To generate a
pattern such as a line, the tip is displaced across the sample
surface while the voltage is being applied. The tip speed is in
the 0.1 to 50 μm s−1 range while the applied voltage is in the
5–30 V range.

Cantilevers for non-contact o-SPL are n+-type doped
silicon cantilevers with a k and resonant frequency f0,
respectively, of about 40 Nm−1 and 350 kHz. The free
amplitude is about 5 nm and set-point amplitude ratios are
0.8–0.9 (operating amplitude/free amplitude). The patterning
is performed by applying a sequence of voltage pulses. Each
pulse generates an oxide dot. The pulse duration is in the
0.1 ms–0.1 s range while the applied voltage is in the 15–30 V
range. Very small and high aspect ratio oxide dots are gen-
erated by combining short voltage pulses (sub-1 ms) and high
voltages (above 25 V) [57]. The continuity of a pattern is

obtained by displacing laterally the tip between pulses a
distance smaller than the dot diameter. The feedback control
on the amplitude is switched off during the application of the
pulses and activated during the tip displacement between
pulses.

For the same relative humidity, voltage bias and oxida-
tion times, the nanostructures generated in non-contact o-SPL
have smaller features and higher aspect ratios than those
generated contact o-SPL. The tip lifetime and the pattern
reproducibility are also increased [70]. This result is a con-
sequence of two effects. First, non-contact o-SPL allows
controlling the lateral size of the liquid meniscus since the tip-
sample distance could be controlled. This in turn controls the
lateral size of the oxide dot. Second, the vertical growth rate is
smaller in contact o-SPL. This effect has been attributed to the
mechanical energy needed to deflect the cantilever during the

Figure 4. Scheme of the tip-sample interface in o-SPL. (a) Contact. (b) Non-contact. (c)Main steps in the formation of a water bridge in non-
contact o-SPL. In step I the tip oscillates above the surface. Each point in the graph indicates the position of the tip with respect to the sample
surface. In step II the electric field induces the formation of the bridge. The electrostatic and the capillary forces draw the tip closer to the
sample surface. In step III the voltage is switched off and the tip (average position) is slightly retracted from the sample. The capillary force
keeps the amplitude at a value smaller than in step I. Finally, the tip retracted by the z-piezo scanner until the amplitude recovers its initial
value (IV). (d) Tip instantaneous position with respect to the sample surface in a non-contact o-SPL experiment. Each dot in the graph
represents the instantaneous tip deflection. Data adapted from [45, 47].
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growth of the oxide in contact AFM [70]. Contact mode
o-SPL offers higher throughputs because the voltage is
applied continuously and the microscope feedback is swit-
ched off during the whole patterning process.

2.5. Oxidation reactions

We illustrate three local anodic oxidation reactions involving,
respectively, silicon, GaAs and generic metallic surfaces. For
silicon, the half-cell reaction on the surface (anode) is

eSi 2h 2 OH Si OH SiO 2H 2 .
2

2 2+ +   + ++ - + -( ) ( )
( )

Charge and mass conservation requires another half-cell
reaction at the tip (cathode), in this case, hydrogen generation

e2H aq 2 H . 32+ + -( ) ( )

For GaAs, the half-cell electrochemical reaction happening on
the surface is

2GaAs 12h 10H O Ga O
As O 4H O 12H . 4

2 2 3

2 3 2

+ + 
+ + +

+

+ ( )

In general, for a metallic surface the half-cell reaction (anode)
can be described as

n n neM H O MO 2 H 2 . 5n2+  + ++ - ( )

Different spectroscopy analysis of o-SPL patterns generated
on Si and GaAs have confirmed the formation of, respec-
tively, silicon and gallium arsenide oxides [44, 71, 72].

2.6. The instrument

A variety of instruments and cantilevers have been applied to
perform oxidation SPL. In fact, any AFM could be adapted
for oxidation SPL (figure 5). The nanolithography application
just requires some minor modifications such as the

incorporation of additional circuits to apply voltage pulses
and a software to control the tip motion while patterning.

In o-SPL, the AFM head should be placed in a closed
box with inlets for dry and H2O saturated nitrogen to control
the relative humidity with accuracy. The relative humidity
should be kept in the 30%–60% range. This range facilitates
the formation of a water bridge. In some instruments, the use
of higher values in combination with the high voltages
applied to the xy scanner could damage the scanners.

3. Advanced nanopatterning, template growth and
device fabrication

The direct result of an o-SPL experiment is to generate a very
thin and localized oxide. The o-SPL oxides have three main
functionalities: templates, masks and dielectric barriers. In the
following sections we will illustrate the role of the above
functionalities for nanopatterning and device fabrication.

3.1. Nanopatterning

Oxidation SPL allows the direct (resist-less) modification of
small areas to create patterns with a specific functionality. Sili-
con, gallium arsenide compounds, tantalum and titanium sur-
faces were the first materials patterned by o-SPL. Since then, the
type and chemical nature of the materials patterned or modified
by o-SPL has considerably grown. It includes metals such as Ni
[73] or Hf [74] to semiconductors such as SiC [75], to dielectrics
such as Si3N4 [76], to complex oxides such as LaBaMnO [77]
and two-dimensional layered materials such as graphene [27],
MoS2 [78, 79], WSe2 [80] and other transition metal dichalco-
genides [81]. Several self-assembled monolayers and polymers
have also been patterned by o-SPL (see below).

Figure 6 illustrates some of the nanopatterning capabilities
of o-SPL. Silicon oxide line arrays with a periodicity of 15 nm
(7.5 nm half pitch) have been patterned on Si(100) surfaces
(figure 6(a)). The nanopatterns can be arranged to reproduce at
the sub-micrometer scale the text of classical novels
(figure 6(b)).The fine tuning of the voltage and the oxidation
time during the lithography enables the generation of grey-scale
patterns on silicon surfaces with remarkable contrast [82]. The
capability to pattern novel materials is shown by the array of
13 nm dots patterned on a WSe2 flake [80] (figure 6(c)). Ferritin
proteins have been precisely positioned on top the o-SPL pat-
terns by modulating the electrostatic interaction between the
patterns and the proteins [83] (figure 6(d)). The ferritin pattern
was generated by arranging chains of single ferritin proteins in
parallel arrays. This example illustrates the combination of top-
down and bottom-up lithography methods. The control on the
feature size provided by o-SPL is also illustrated by the pat-
terning a 10 nm constriction on a graphene flake [84]
(figure 6(e)) or by the fabrication of sub-50 nm metallic islands
on TaS2 thin films [85] (figure 6(f)).

Other examples to tailor functional surfaces at the
nanoscale are illustrated by the change in the work function of
silver nanoparticle sheets to tune the plasmonic properties
[86], the tunability of the surface adhesion by patterning

Figure 5. Photograph of an AFM adapted for o-SPL. The AFM head,
xyz scanner and sample based are enclosed in a chamber (not shown)
with inlets for controlling the water vapor pressure and monitoring
the relative humidity and temperature.
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different geometric shape arrays on a GaAs substrate [87] or
the fabrication of GaOx nanotips on the surface of a GaN-
based light emitting diode to improve the light extraction
efficiency [88].

The above results, in particular figures 6(b) and (c),
illustrate the degree pattern reproducibility achieved by
o-SPL, respectively, in the sub-50 nm and sub-20 nm ranges.
Pattern reproducibility in the sub-10 nm domain (figures 6(a),
(d) and (e)) is highly dependent on preserving the tip shape
and the size and geometry of the water bridge.

3.2. Template growth and molecular architectures

The positioning and/or assembly of very small objects in
preferential sites or in a preferential configuration to make
them an active part of a functional system are an attractive
feature of o-SPL. Some examples are provided by template
growth of organic semiconductors [89]; the nanoscale orga-
nization of molecule-based magnetic compounds [90, 91],
biomolecules [83, 92, 93], functional dyes [94] or the guided
assembly of block-copolymers [95].

Oxidation SPL has been extensively applied to modify
self-assembled monolayers [83, 96–109]. Those experiments
have produced remarkable examples on the guided assembly

of metallic nanoparticles on top of self-assembled monolayers
[100–103]. In particular, Sagiv’s group has pioneered the
oxidation of the terminal groups of self-assembled mono-
layers to build molecular architectures [100, 104, 105]. In one
approach, o-SPL was used to locally oxidize an OTS (n-
octadecyltrichlorosilane, CH3–(CH2)17–SiCl3) monolayer on
a Si substrate. The process transforms the methyl (CH3) ter-
minated groups into carboxylic acid (COOH) groups. In a
second step a bilayer is formed in the modified region. An
additional chemical process generates amino-terminated
templates in the modified regions. These templates guide the
surface assembly and site specific anchoring of gold nano-
particles from a colloidal solution [100, 105].

A scheme of the oxidation process of the OTS layer is
shown in figures 7(a)–(e). In the local oxidation of methyl
terminated chains, the following chemical reactions take place
at the tip

e2H O 2 H 2OH . 62 2+  +- - ( )

And at the sample surface,

R CH 2OH 2h RCOOH 2H . 73 2- + +  +- + ( )

The carboxyl (COOH) terminated groups are chemically
active. They have been used as templates to attach metallic

Figure 6.AFM images of nanopatterns generated by o-SPL. (a) Array of silicon oxide lines with a periodicity of 15 nm. (b) First paragraph of
‘Don Quixote’ with sub-40 letters. (c) AFM image of an array of dots patterned by o-SPL on a few layer WSe2 flake. The dots are 13 nm in
width, 1 nm in height and are separated by 40 nm. The inset shown in a smaller region of the pattern. (d) Array of ferritin proteins. The inset
shows (AFM phase image) the presence of a 12 nm wide line that contains a chain of ferritin molecules. (e) Nano-oxide lines on graphene
grown on SiC. The oxide lines define a quantum dot connected with the graphene surface by 10 nm and 22 nm wide constrictions. (f) Sub-
50 nm metallic island on TaS2 thin film. Data in (b), (c) and (d) adapted, respectively, from [19], [80] and [83]. Data in (f) reported with
permission from [85].
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nanoparticles [104], to place a silver nanoparticle between a
metallic gap [106] or to assemble two individual carbon
nanotubes in a cross configuration [107].

The strength of the applied voltage and its duration
control the material modified by the tip. For small and short
voltage pulses (<8 V, ∼1 ms) the oxidation is confined to the
functionalized organic monolayer. However, for higher and
longer voltage pulses the initial monolayer is totally degraded
and the oxidation of the underlying Si substrate occurs [108].
By changing the o-SPL parameters, ring-like structures that
have a core made of silicon oxide and a rim made of the SAM
molecules have been fabricated [109].

Oxidation SPL has been applied to position quantum dots
on predefined sites of a semiconductor surface. In one
approach, an array of nano-oxides was patterned on a GaAs
(001) sample, then the nano-oxides were selectively etched
leaving an array of holes. Those holes were used as pre-
ferential sites for the nucleation of InAs quantum dots
[110, 111]. In another application, an array of nanoholes were
formed on a silicon surface by the combination of local
oxidation and dry etching. Those holes were used as traps to
pin colloidal PbS quantum dots [112].

Oxidation SPL has been applied to guide the direct self-
assembly of block copolymers (BCPs) [95]. BCPs are

macromolecules that are formed by, at least two chemically
distinct polymer chains (blocks) joined by inter-block cova-
lent bonds. An attractive feature of these materials for litho-
graphy is the capability to form dense periodic nanoscale
patterns over large areas, what means potentially a high
throughput [113]. Guiding patterns were defined by o-SPL on
a polymer brush layer of hydroxyl-terminated polystyrene
(PS-OH) deposited on a silicon surface (figure 7(f)). The BCP
used in the experiment consists in poly (styrene-b-methil-
methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA 50:50, Mn=35 kg mol−1,
PDI=1.12). After o-SPL, the BCP is spin-coated onto the
brush layer. Then, the sample is annealed to self-assemble the
BCP (figure 7(g)). Finally, the PMMA domains are removed
by oxygen plasma (figure 7(h)). The aligned BCPs have
denser periodicities than the width of the guiding patterns that
confine them, presenting density multiplication factors
between 3 and 7, with BCPs with 14 nm half-pitch for the last
factor. Figure 7(h) shows the difference in periodicity
between the guiding patterns and the ordered BCPs.

3.3. Dielectric barriers and masks

On some materials such as GaAs, Ti or Nb the local oxides
have good insulating properties to act as a dielectric barrier to
separate two electron conducting regions in a device. This has

Figure 7. (a) Fabrication of molecular architectures by combining o-SPL and self-assembled monolayers. Functionalization of a silicon
surface with a self-assemble monolayer. (b) Selective oxidation of the terminal groups. (c) Self-assembled of a different layer. (d) Amino
functionalization of the 2nd layer. (e) Attachment of gold nanoparticles from a colloidal solution (f) Guided self-assembly of block
copolymers by o-SPL. Oxidation SPL defines some patterns on a polymer brush. (g) The interaction of the patterns with a block copolymer
promotes the organization of parallel structures. (h) The SEM image illustrates the different structure of the copolymer inside and outside the
patterned region. Data in (h) reported with permission from [95].
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led to the direct fabrication of several devices such as
quantum point contacts, single electron transistors or metal-
oxide field-effect transistors (FETs) [71, 114, 115]. In fact,
the first transistor with a features claimed to be in the sub-
10 nm range was reported by o-SPL [116].

On other materials such as silicon, aluminium, graphene
or MoS2, the local oxides could be used as etching masks
during pattern transfer processing. For example, it has been
demonstrated that ultrathin silicon oxide masks (0.3–1 nm)
are very efficient in reactive ion etching processes to transfer
the pattern onto a 12 nm thick silicon active layer of an
ultrathin silicon on insulator substrate. An etching selectivity
of 11 has been reported [117]. Silicon oxide masks have been
used to fabricate a variety of silicon devices [76, 118–121].
Local anodic oxidation of aluminum has produced a highly
selective dry etching mask on CMOS processed chips. Those
masks have been applied to fabricate nanomechanical reso-
nators [122]. Spintronic devices on magnetite have been
designed by using o-SPL to fabricate Mo and poly-methyl
methacrylate nanomasks [123].

3.4. Minimum feature size

In table 1 we summarize the main achievements of o-SPL in
terms of feature size. We include contributions that report
feature sizes below 15 nm. Feature sizes in the sub-10 nm
range have been reported on Si [121], Ti [124] and graphene
surfaces [125]. Most publications report the feature size data
in terms of the full width at half maximum (FWHM). This is a
common procedure to report AFM width measurements. This
approximation compensates for the dilation effect introduced
by the finite size of the tip.

To prepare the table, we have considered experimental
results that fully support the reported feature size. In some
publications, the claims in terms of minimum feature sizes
have not been supported by high resolution images or cross-
section profiles.

4. Nanoscale electronic devices

Oxidation SPL has been applied to fabricate silicon nanowire
FETs from a silicon on insulator substrate [120, 121, 127].
We describe the main steps of the fabrication process. First,
two metal electrodes are defined as localization markers on
the top silicon layer by photolithography (figure 8(a)). Then,
o-SPL is performed to define an oxide line between the

markers (figure 8(b)). The AFM tip should not contact the
metallic electrodes. Otherwise, the high electric fields applied
could modify the electrodes. Another photolithography step is
performed to contact the nanowire with the metal electrodes,
source and drain (figure 8(c)). The oxide pattern is transferred
to the silicon by using reactive ion etching. This process
removes the silicon surface unprotected by the oxide mask
(figure 8(d)). The fabrication process leads to a back-gate Si
nanowire FET. A rapid thermal annealing treatment is com-
monly applied to improve the electric properties of the metal-
semiconductor contact [127]. These transistors have been
employed as label-free biosensors to track the process of
DNA repair by the RecA protein [128]. To fabricate the Si
nanowire FET biosensor, the device is covered by a micro-
fluidic channel that protects the metallic electrodes and
exposes the transistor channel to the solutions. Figure 8(e)
shows the changes in the nanowire resistance as a function of
the analyte solution surrounding the nanowire. A minimum is
observed when the RecA protein is interacting with the
ssDNA. The inset in the left shows an optical image of the
device and the the image of the right shows the nanowire
bridging the gold electrodes.

Oxidation SPL has been used to fabricate nanoscale
FETs on thin-layer transition metal dichalcogenides [78, 80].
In this application, o-SPL is used to define the channel length
of the device by separating different conductive regions with
dielectric barriers. First, a thin flake of the material is
deposited or grown on an insulator substrate such as a SiO2 or
HfO2. Then, the source and drain contacts are fabricated by
photolithography or electron beam lithography. Then, o-SPL
is performed to define oxide lines that constitute the bound-
aries of the nanochannel. The oxidation has to penetrate
through the whole thickness of the flake to ensure the isola-
tion of the nanochannel from the rest of the transition metal
dichalcogenide surface. Figure 9(a) shows, an AFM image of
a MoS2 thin layer nanoFET [78].

The direct and resist-less fabrication of dielectric barriers
offered by o-SPL has led to its use to generate a large number
of graphene-based nanoelectronic devices [27, 129–133].
Figure 9(b) (top panel) shows the AFM topographic image of
a quantum point contact where the source, drain, channel and
side gates have been defined by separating the areas with
o-SPL made insulating barriers and plasma etching [130]. The
conductance as a function of the applied source-drain (vertical
axis) and gate (horizontal) voltages of the device is presented
in figure 9(b) (bottom panel).

Metal ion transport (Ag+, Ti4+) in the absent of a solvent
have been achieved by a device fabricated with o-SPL [134].
Figure 9(c) illustrates the flux of silver ions in dry conditions.
The process to fabricate this device consists in the local
oxidation of a monolayer of n-octadecyl-trichlorosilane
(SiCl3–(CH2)17–CH3) molecules into –COOH terminated
confined paths. Two silver electrodes, the anode and cathode,
are placed between the boundaries of the −CH3 and −COOH
terminated surfaces by electron-beam evaporation. Under the
application of a bias between the electrodes, the silver ions
move towards the cathode by displacing the protons from the

Table 1. Sub-15 nm nanostructures fabricated by o-SPL.

Material Feature size (FWHM) (nm)

121Si nanowire 8 (4 nm after tip deconvolution)
124Ti 8
126Nb 10
125Graphene 10
80WSe2 thin layer 12
95Block copolymer PS-b-PMMA 14 (half-pitch)
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Figure 8. (a)–(d)Main steps in the fabrication of a Si nanowire field-effect transistor by o-SPL. (a)Metal pads defined by photolithography to
be used as markers for the fabrication of the oxide masks. (b) Oxide masks for the fabrication of a Si nanowire. (c) Second photolithography
step to connect the first metal pads with the nanowire to define the source and drain contacts. (d) After reactive ion etching processing, the
silicon layer unprotected by the oxide mask is removed. The final result is a back gated Si nanowire FET. (e) Change on the resistance of a Si
nanowire FET biosensor as a function of the different analytes. The left inset represents an optical image of the microfluidic channel that
directs the chemical analytes to the nanowire. The right inset shows a topographic AFM image of the nanowire channel between the source
and drain electrodes. Data in (a)–(d) adapted from [127]. Data in (e) adapted from [128].

Figure 9. Some devices fabricated by o-SPL. (a) AFM phase image of a nanoscale MoS2 monolayer FET. A 200 nm wide channel is defined
by the fabrication of insulating barriers on MoS2 by o-SPL. (b) The top panel is an AFM friction image of the quantum dot device created by
o-SPL on graphene. The bottom panel shows the Coulomb diamond structures of the quantum dots as a function of the gate and source-drain
voltages, horizontal and vertical axis respectively. (c) The top panel represents a scheme of the ion transport device and the flux of the silver
ions through the channel when a bias is applied. The bottom panel is an AFM image of a section of the channel after the bias was applied for
a few seconds data in (a) adapted from [78]. Data in (b) and (c) reproduced with permission, respectively, from [130] to [134].
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carboxyl terminated groups until all these sites have been
released their protons and filled by the metal cations.

The direct approach to define ultra narrow dielectric
barriers on selected regions of a surface has been exploited to
fabricate sophisticated quantum devices on semiconductor
heterostructures [71, 114, 135–139] such as quantum point
contacts, quantum dots, double quantum dots and quantum
rings [71]. A two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) can be
generated near the outer surface of a GaAs-AlGaAs hetero-
structure [71] (figure 10(a)). After o-SPL on the GaAs top
surface, the regions of the 2DEG below the oxide line are
depleted creating selective areas with higher resistance on the
2DEG channel (figure 10(b)). To achieve the depletion of the
2DEG by o-SPL, the electron gas layer should not be more
than 50 nm below the surface. Typical o-SPL parameters for
the fabrication of this type of nanostructures are a relative
humidity, range of voltage and writing speed of, respectively,
38%, 10–25 V and 0.2 μm s−1. A p-type GaAs quantum point
contact as shown in figure 10(c) [135]. The depleted 2DEG
regions define and separate the quantum point channel from
the different gates used to modulate the transport through the
channel. For some applications, the in-plane gates do not offer
enough electrostatic control or do not allow the individual
tuning of the different parts of a multicomponent device, so
additional top gates are required. In this case, a second layer

of a Ti thin film is deposited (figure 10(d)) on the top GaAs
layer. The Ti oxides defined by o-SPL act as dielectric bar-
riers that separate the different top gate segments
(figure 10(e)). The applied voltage to oxidize the Ti is smaller
than the one used to oxide the GaAs to avoid further mod-
ifications of the GaAs layer below. Figure 10(f) shows a
quantum dot connected to four leads via four quantum point
contacts (labelled A, B, C, D) [114]. The in-plane gates
defined in the first layer step are represented by pg1 and pg2
and the Ti top gates defined in the second layer step are
labelled as tg1, tg2 and tg3.

The above examples have been chosen to illustrate the
capabilities, achievements and potential of o-SPL to fabricate
nanoelectronic devices. Other applications of o-SPL are the
fabrication of single photon detectors [140], ultraviolet sensors
[141], photonic nanocavities [142], ferromagenitic tunnel
junction devices [126], resistive random access memories [143],
spintronic devices [144], nano-memristors [145], magnetic
nanoparticles embedded in oxide for data storage [146] and
superconducting structures [147]. Oxidation SPL has been used
to generate site-controlled arrays of InAs/GaAs quantum dots
[110, 111]. The quantum dots have shown a satisfactory optical
response as measured by microphotoluminesce and photon
correlation experiments [148].

Figure 10. Quantum transport devices fabricated by o-SPL on semiconductor heterostructures. (a) Scheme of the heterostructure. (b)
Application of o-SPL to deplete the 2DEG layer underneath the local oxides. This creates an effective dielectric barrier that defines the
different components of the device. (c) AFM topographic image of a quantum point contact fabricated by following the process explained in
(a) and (b). (d) Scheme of the deposition of a thin Ti layer after (b). (e) Another o-SPL step to oxidize selected areas of Ti to define additional
gates for quantum devices. (f) AFM image of a quantum dot fabricated according to the process explained in (a), (b), (d), (e). Data in (c) and
(f) reproduced with permission, respectively, from [135] to [114].
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5. Beyond local anodic oxidation

We have mentioned the similarities between an o-SPL inter-
face and an electrochemical cell. The sign of the voltage
determines which electro-chemical reaction will take place on
the sample surface. In o-SPL the sample is biased positively
with respect the tip which leads to the oxidation of the sample
surface. However, in some materials the reduction reaction
could be achieved by reversing the voltage polarity. Thus, the
same SPL set up has been used for either the oxidation
(sample positive) and reduction (sample negative) on the
same area of graphene surface [149]. In the same manner, the
nature of the gas surrounding the interface will determine the
composition of the nanopatterns. Silicon oxide and carbo-
naceous structures have been generated by using as the media
an organic solvent, 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene under ambient
conditions [150]. The application of a negative voltage to the
tip with respect to the silicon surface yields the formation of
silicon nanostructures, while the application of a positive tip
bias produces the decomposition of the precursor molecule in
the vicinity of the tip and the consequent deposition of car-
bonaceous nanostructures on the surface. The replacement of
the water by ethanol or octane vapours has led to the fabri-
cation of carbonaceous nanostructures without reversing the
bias polarity [44, 151]. The role of the water bridge as the
supplier of the oxyanions could be replaced by using an
enriched ozone environment [78, 152] or by using a suitable
polymer layer [153]. In some cases, the o-SPL set up has been
used to study chemical reactions unrelated to patterning
applications such as the decomposition of carbon dioxide
molecules in the presence of high electric fields [40, 154].

6. Parallel patterning

The sequential character of o-SPL makes the patterning pro-
cess relatively slow. This factor together with a maximum xy
scanning range of 104 μm2 limit the effective patterning area
in o-SPL to 400 μm2. The above features make o-SPL slow
for technological-oriented applications. Several approaches
are being explored to overcome the above limitation. The
incorporation of high speed AFM methods [53] in o-SPL
could improve the patterning speed and the patterning area.
Large regions (1 cm2) have been patterned by using an array
of 50 cantilevers [155]. Other alternatives to up-scale the local
oxidation process include the use of a conductive stamp with
multiple protrusions as the cathode electrode [156, 157].
Then, in a single step a large area could be patterned with
millions of nanostructures. This approach has been applied to
pattern silicon surfaces with oxide patterns [158, 159], to
modify pentacene layers [160] or to build molecular archi-
tectures [161]. Nanostructures of different chemical compo-
sitions have been generated by either changing the polarity
between the stamp and the sample or the gas environment,
[40, 162].

7. Summary

Oxidation SPL has experienced a steady evolution since the
serendipitous discovery of the local oxidation of a silicon
surface. Since then, the physical and chemical processes
governing the patterning in o-SPL have been thoroughly
studied. Those studies have underlined the roles of the water
meniscus and the voltage bias to control the pattern size.

The general character of the local anodic oxidation pro-
cess, its robustness and resist-less features have enabled the
patterning of a wide range of materials from metals to
semiconductors; from self-assembled monolayers to poly-
mers; from single biomolecules to organic macromolecules.

Practically any AFM can be transformed into an instru-
ment to perform o-SPL experiments without compromising
the intrinsic metrology and positioning capabilities of the
AFM. Those factors and the satisfactory performance of the
nanostructures and/or devices have contributed to the quiet
and widespread use of o-SPL.

Oxidation SPL is a sequential lithography. This makes
the patterning process intrinsically slow for technological-
oriented applications. This fact might prevent its incorpora-
tion into large-scale manufacturing of materials. However,
this limitation will not affect its evolution and applications in
basic and applied research where the readiness of o-SPL to
pattern new materials and fabricate advanced devices will
always be valued and exploited.
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